In many practical situations, the inaccurate results of direct measurements are used for calculations of indirect measurements results. Final data are also uncertain. Characteristics of this uncertainty should be expressed in quantitative form and presented together with indirect measurement result. The main purpose of this paper is to discuss ways to provide software for measured data processing with tools of automatic calculation of final result uncertainty. Only software that is supported in such manner can pass the metrological certification in full.
To achieve this purpose, we propose to use combination of two formalisms: fuzzy intervals approach -to represent inaccuracy of initial data for calculations, and formalism of software automatic differentiation -to compute how initial data uncertainty transforms to inherited uncertainty of final result.
There are many approaches for representing inaccuracy of measured data that act as initial information for subsequent calculations. Modern approaches take into account different information about the initial data inaccuracy. Some of them use random variables [1] [2] [3] for uncertainty representing and handling with it, other ones use bounds on possible values of initial data [4] [5] [6] . Interval representation of data inaccuracy was firstly mentioned by Wiener [7] and Kantorovich [8] . With the development of the fuzzy set theory, its formalism became actual tool for uncertainty expressing in metrology [9, 10] . Natural evolution of ideas of interval and fuzzy frameworks is the concept of fuzzy interval [9] . In this paper, we show that the combination of fuzzy interval approach with technique of automatic differentiation of programs is the most perspective way to achieve the declared purpose in metrology. This approach allows operating with both objective and subjective (expert) data that can occur in applications.
Let us consider advantages of using fuzzy intervals instead of the traditional intervals as a characteristic of uncertainty in computations with inaccurate data. Let 
..., , 1 1 , but also characteristics of its inaccuracy:
are small, then we can simplify the problem by linearizing of the function
. In this case, the resulting inaccuracy becomes a linear combination of the errors
Since the computation of f is performed by a computer program, we can estimate derivatives in Eq. 1 efficiently and with absolute accuracy using technique of automatic differentiation [11] . This technique is used in [12, 13] x    with probability greater than or equal to P rand < 1. So,
holds with probability P > P syst  P rand = P rand . The value i  of the total error bound is the function of confidence probability P:
a fuzzy interval that will represent information about total error ( Fig. 1 ).
is the symmetrical curvilinear trapezoid. Its upper base represents information about the systematic part of error and its lateral sides describe known information about the error's random component. The value  is the degree of belief of the statement "limit possible value of total error i x  of measurement result i x will be inside the interval α J ". In [14, 15] , it is theoretically justified that the trapezoid
should has left and right halves of Gaussian curve as its latter sides ( 
where T is triangular norm (see for details [10] 
We can see that these rules repeat well-known rules that are used in metrology for processing systematic errors and for standard deviations of random errors. From [17, 18] , we can conclude that we should use values  = 0.05  0.10 to get most credible confidence interval from fuzzy interval. As it was demonstrated in [16] , averaging of fuzzy intervals for multiple measurements results reduces the uncertainty of its borders and makes it tend to the classical deterministic interval -in full correspondence with traditional metrology.
Alternative approach is to choose Lukasiewicz triangular norm
that is widely used too. In the manner of paper [15] , we can prove that the only possible form of membership function should be symmetrical curvilinear trapezoid with parabolic lateral sides (left curve on Fig. 3 ). that is membership function of fuzzy interval constructed for total error. Moreover, we always can break fuzzy interval for total error into sum of fuzzy intervals for systematic and random error components and such decomposition will be unique.
Fig. 3. Membership function of fuzzy interval corresponding to Lukasiewicz triangular norm
It can be easily shown [15] that analogous property takes place for the case of product triangular norm for membership functions with Gaussian lateral sides.
In the case of Lukasiewicz triangular norm membership function of fuzzy interval also can be described with only two parameters that is clear from Fig. 3 . Linear operations with fuzzy intervals turn to rules for these parameters that repeat well-known rules in metrology as it was already stated for product norm. The main difference between Lukasiewicz and product triangular norms for considered problem is that fuzzy interval carrier is bounded or not.
If the examined triangular norms aren't applicable according to any circumstances then we can organize the new norm 1 T from product or Lukasiewicz norm 0  applied to all elements of original function class for norm 0 T . Fuzzy interval description of measurement inaccuracy is in good agreement with known approaches [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] used for numerical software self-verification. It can be shown that the fuzzy intervals formalism is in good accordance with probabilistic [1] and interval [4] arithmetics.
Really, let fuzzy intervals represent the pure systematic error. Then all linear operations with them will be performed by interval arithmetic. It can be easily understood from operations with tuples for such a case:
We see that these operations are identical to classic interval arithmetic. It was shown for product norm and can be shown for Lukasiewicz norm as well.
Since interval arithmetic is used when we have the only limit values for quantities, we can state that proposed approach covers this important particular case.
If fuzzy data obtained from experts are impeachable or the expert quantity is insufficient then the only way to manage data uncertainty will be to obtain objective information by performing multiple measurements. In many practical applications probabilistic arithmetic [1] is used for this purpose. This is the tool to manage with imprecise distributions of random variables. It is based on objects called probabilistic boxes (p-boxes for short) that represent the domain of pos-sible values of cumulative distribution function F(x). P-box can be expressed in the following form: 
, and
the resulting p-box will have the following bounds:
be p-box to present the negative limit value of x (see the right curve on Fig. 3 ). Then the sum of these fuzzy intervals will have the membership function of the following type:
be the p-boxes corresponded to first fuzzy interval, 
Let us examine values 3  >0:
We established the connection between fuzzy intervals and p-boxes formalisms for metrological applications. To postulate relationship with other approaches for dealing with uncertainty, let us cite paper [19] that notes equivalence of probabilistic arithmetic with series of other formalisms.
Let us examine the example of constructing fuzzy interval from empirical data. Let ij x be values of multiple measurements results of one quantity, j = 1, 2, …m. We should obtain fuzzy interval for uncertainty of its value. From technical documentation on used measuring instrument we can find out the bound . The value of Gaussian parameter σ is determined from the following consideration:
